
Thermal Evaluation and Design from  
the UPS® Package Solutions Group     

Keep it cool when sensitive 
goods are shipped

Fulfillment spikes can be a challenge or 
an opportunity. Don’t fall behind your 
competition during the most important 
time of year for your business. UPS has a 
portfolio of solutions built on decades of 
experience helping customers make the 
most of their peak seasons. 

How will you leverage the UPS advantage?

Your packages need to be prepared for changes in climate. Whether you’re shipping to the hot desert or the 
frozen north, protecting your products during transit provides an image of quality. Your shipping cartons 
could lose up to half of their original compressive resistance in a 95% relative humidity climate. In extreme 
cold climates, packaging can become brittle and susceptible to tearing. 

Some products, such as glass or plastics, can experience changes in the physical characteristics due to 
extreme heat or cold temperatures. If you are shipping perishables, additional loss of product can occur 
due to changes in the climate conditions through which your packages travel. We recognize that it takes 
effective packaging solutions to improve a product’s transportation survivability, and UPS can help.



The UPS® Package Solutions Group has certified 
packaging engineers and the right equipment that 
allows UPS to provide testing of packaging material.

Our temperature-humidity chambers allow us to 
identify what climate forces may affect your sensitive 
products, such as pharmaceuticals or perishables,  
in their current packaging.

The UPS® Package Solutions Group can help  
evaluate your products to ensure that they stay  
within a specified temperature range throughout  
the supply chain.

No matter what type of temperature sensitive 
shipmen you have, UPS can help mitigate your risks. 
Our expertise in meeting customer and regulatory 
guidelines specific to the healthcare industry  
enables us to handle your shipments the way  
you would handle them.

Ready to expand your business?
 
Contact your UPS Customer Solutions representative to 
discuss how our thermal evaluation and design solution 
can empower your business.

Receive packaging consultation  
and guidance from experts

How it works

Before you ship a new product or experience an 
issue with your current packaging, having an expert 
evaluate your baseline shipping containers and 
packaging material can improve the bottom-line. 
Our certified packaging engineers are proficient in 
recognizing what your packages and goods may 
encounter in your supply chain.

We will run temperature profiles to ensure that 
your current temperature-related packaging is 
sufficient.We will also perform temperature analysis 
to determine what temperature-related packaging 
materials are needed to extend transit time.  
Based on your shipping needs, we will determine  
the packing materials needed to help you broaden 
your customer base before finally conditioning  
your packages and perform mechanical testing.  
This process can provide you peace-of-mind,  
and keep your customers satisfied.

A comprehensive analysis to help you  
make better packaging choices

Our team will study your supply chain and identidy 
any potential danger spots.

We will perform a winter and summer profile to 
replicate temperatures in the shipping network at 
certain times of the year.

When all the testing is complete, a certified packaging 
engineer will walk you though a report with the 
results and reccomendations.
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